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Having an irrestible combination of breathtaking natural beauty, inspiring temples, renowned
hospitality robust cuisine, besides ruins of fabulous ancient heritage, Thailand is the most visited
places in South East Asia. Inspite of being influenced by contact with foreign cultures, Thailand has
retained its cuktural heritage, the reason behind thriving Thailand Tourism. The never changing
character of Thai culture has remained dominant even in city life, making travellers visiting this place
from around the sphere.

Ayuthaya Historical Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site, is a jewel in Thailand Tourism. Historic
temples of Ayuthaya are scattered throught this once magnificient city, as well as along the
encircling rivers.  To have a glimpse of depiciting the rich past, donâ€™t forget to visit, Wat Phra Si
Sanphet, Wat Mongkhon Bophit, Wat Na Phra Meru, Wat Thammikarat, Wat Ratburana and Wat
Phra Mahathat.  Boasting the tallest Buddhists Pagoda both in Thailand and in the world Nakhon
Pathom ois reverred place for Buddhists is also known for greatest Elephant Show.

Thailand Tourism offers its travellers diverse spiritual, adventure, and pleasure seeking trips making
this place a perfect destination to relax and rejuventate.  With thousands of backpeckers ready to
put their foot at this place with outstanding natural beauty and idyllic beaches attracting increasing
number of holiday makers, making Thailand Tourism rich. With world class scuba diving, sea
kayaking, and rock climbing, this place is an ideal destination for travellers having affinity with
adventure sports. An avid adventure sports traveller has an oppurtunity to explore  Andaman Sea
and Gulf of Thailand as both are in priximity with this land of magnificient beauty.The island of Ko
Chang, is a place with excellent gulf adventure , with mist bwrapped mountains peaks and offshore
reefs.

A visit to East Coast Island means   Koh Samui and Koh Phangan which are one of the major
consituent of Thailand Tourism is always desired.  Enhancing your trip to this country with, beautiful
palm trees lined white sandy beaches, clear turquoise beaches, a diverse range of places to stay,
are very well liked by tourists and back packers. As a nature lover a trip to Kanchanburi is adviced
wher they can raft down the stream watching enchanting scenery.

The right time to visit Thailand with family and friends is a matter of choice. But with no absolute
extremes, weather in Thailand is reasonable most times of the years. So pack your bags with family
and friends and this vacation spend your time to take the pleasure Thailand Tourism and make this
stay a memorable one.
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